
GALVANIZED PROFILES  
FOR AIR FILTER FRAMES

Galvanized profiles for air filter frames are made of quality 
galvanized strip of steel DX51D by roll forming. This efficient 
technology assures high precision of shape consistently along 
the whole length of profile including exact length tolerance. 
This method of production is flexible and enables supplies as 
and when customer requires while offering competitive price for 
both small and large volume customers. Apart from the basic 
line of sizes it is possible to supply any requested length sides. 
Profiles supplied by meters as well as the standard profiles have 
little tongue for corner joining. We also offer supply of individual 
tools for cutting to length and side “V”notches (see photo ).

Standard products Units Profile type

20 × 1 - cut to length m

20

0,
5

             Type „C“20 × 1 - supplied in coil m

287 × 287 × 25 pc

0,5 (0,6)

25

16
,4

 Type „K“

287 × 592 × 25 pc

490 × 592 × 25 pc

592 × 592 × 25 pc

25/x - by meterž m

287 × 287 × 24,4 pc

24,6

0,5 18

 Type „G“

287 × 592 × 24,4 pc

490 × 592 × 24,4 pc

592 × 592 × 24,4 pc

24,4/x - by meter m

The profiles 25 and 24,4 are supplied in returnable technological boxes in quantity of 800 pc straight length or as the 
customer requires. Price list supplied on request. At extra cost the profiles can be supplied already as filter frames. Supplies 
are FCA Praha 10 or DDU price can be offered. Profiles 20x1 are by meter as requested by customer or in coils on palettes.

we supply  
tools for making 

these notches
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